ABSTRACT Though existing works of sign prediction have reasonable prediction performances, they suffer from the data sparseness problem, especially for the negative link prediction. Most nodes in signed social networks are connected to very limited number of other nodes, which could not provide enough knowledge for sign prediction. This paper, therefore, proposes a novel edge-dual graph preserving sign prediction model, which reconstructs the signed social network by converting the original graph into the edge-dual graph, uses Jaccard coefficient to measure the node similarity and applies support vector machine classifier to predict signs. The proposed method reconstructs the graph by converting edges of the original graph into nodes of the edge-dual graph, and creating edges for the edge-dual graph according to the connections of edges in the original graph. It is mathematically and experimentally verified that the sparseness of the signed social networks can be significantly reduced by the proposed method. Using the publicly available data sets, it is verified that the average degree of signed social networks can be 7 to 8 times enlarged by the proposed method and the sign prediction accuracy can be improved around 10% comparing with the existing works.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sign prediction predicts signs for links of signed social networks [1] , [2] , in which positive signs represent trust or friendly relationship between nodes and negative signs represent distrust or unfriendly relationships between nodes. Most works [1] of sign predictions only focus on the positive signs. This is because positive relation can be propagated in signed social networks, i.e., if A trusts B and B trusts C, A will trust C to some extent; while negative relationships cannot be propagated in signed social networks, i.e., if A distrusts B and B distrusts C, or if A trusts B and B distrusts C, the relationship between A and C cannot be directly judged by the relationship propagation. So negative sign prediction tends to be more complex than positive sign prediction. The sign prediction mentioned in this paper refers to predicting both positive signs and negative signs simultaneously.
Existing works of sign prediction [1] - [6] can mainly be grouped into two categories. One category uses the social status theory [7] or the structural balance theory [8] , [9] to predict signs of links. These two theories both focus on the triad relationships between nodes. The social status theory [7] defines eight balanced triad relationship between nodes of directed signed social networks, while the structural balance theory [8] , [9] defines two balanced triad relationship between nodes of undirected signed social networks. According to these predefined balanced triad relationships, existing works [8] , [9] predict signs of links by keeping the balance of the triangles. The other category calculates the similarities of nodes or edges and predicts sign by machine learning methods trained by these similarities. The basic assumption of this category of works is that nodes with higher similarities tend to be more likely to have positive signs for their connections, and nodes with lower similarities tend to be more likely to have negative signs for their connections. There are various methods to calculate the node similarity, and one popular way is to measure the common neighbors of two target nodes [1] , [10] . The proposed method belongs to the latter category of works.
Though existing works try to improve sign prediction performances, they suffer from the data sparseness problem of signed social networks, especially for negative link prediction. Signed social networks are scale-free networks [11] , [12] whose degree distributions follows the power-law: only very limited number of nodes has high degrees, while most nodes in the signed social networks have very small degrees. This leads to the very limited number of connections between most nodes. When predicting signs of links, existing works can only find limited available information for most nodes. Since the number of negative links is far less than the number of positive links, the negative link prediction can get even less available information. With the sparseness of link information, existing works may only find limited number of triangles which is not enough to calculate the triad relationship by using the social status theory or the structural balance theory, or may failed to extract some features by using machine learning models to predict signs of links.
To solve the problems of existing works, we propose a novel edge-dual graph preserving sign prediction model. The proposed model reconstructs the signed social network by converting the original graph into the edge-dual graph, which is a graph converting edges of the original graph into nodes, and creating edges according to the connections of edges in the original graph. We mathematically and experimentally verify that the sparseness of the signed social networks can be significantly improved by the proposed edge-dual graph conversion. By converting the original graph of the signed social network into the edge-dual graph, the sign prediction problem has been changed from predicting signs for links of the original graph into predicting signs for nodes of the edge-dual graph. The proposed method then measures the node similarity of the edge-dual graph by the Jaccard coefficient, and classifies the sign of nodes by learning node similarity using support vector machine (SVM) model. The experimental results show that the proposed method can not only effectively improve the sparseness of the signed social networks, but also significantly improve the sign prediction accuracy, including the positive sign prediction accuracy and the negative sign prediction accuracy. Using the publicly available dataset, it is verified that the average degree of signed social networks can be 7 to 8 times enlarged by the proposed method, and the sign prediction accuracy can be improved around 10% by the proposed method comparing with the existing works.
The contributions and novelties of the proposed method mainly lie in 3 aspects: (1) The proposed method solves the spareness problem of signed social networks by converting the original graphs into edge-dual graphs. By this conversation, the average degree of signed social networks can be greatly increased. This means for each sign prediction task, the proposed method can find much more information than existing works, which could further contribute to the improvement of sign prediction performances. (2) The proposed method simplifies the problem of sign prediction by converting the problem from predicting signs of links to predicting signs of nodes. By predicting the signs of nodes, many properties of nodes in networks can be used. It is easier than using the properties of edges. For example, the degree information of nodes can be easily applied in sign predictions. ( 3) The proposed model has significantly higher prediction accuracy than the existing work. Since more information is available for sign prediction, the proposed method has better performances on sign prediction.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related works; Section 3 presents the proposed edge-dual graph preserving sign prediction method in details; Section 4 gives the mathematically verification of the sparseness reduction by using the proposed method; Section 5 shows the experimental results of the proposed method, which are compared with the performances of existing works; Section 6 concludes this paper and points out the future works.
II. RELATED WORKS
The related works of sign prediction can mainly be divided into two categories [13] - [16] . One category uses the triad information of nodes in signed social networks. The other category calculates the similarities between node and trains machine learning algorithms to predict the signs. These two categories of related works [17] - [21] are described in details as follows.
A. TRIAD INFORMATION PRESERVING SIGN PREDICTION
This category of works is based on the Structural Balance Theory [8] , [9] , Status Theory [7] or both. Structural Balance Theory [8] , [9] considers four distinct triad relations between nodes, as shown in Fig. 1 . Structural Balance Theory regards the triad relations shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) as balanced. Fig. 1 (a) means three nodes are mutual friends. Fig. 1(b) means two nodes are friends, and they are mutual enemy of the third node. Structural Balance Theory regards the triad relations shown in Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1(d) as unbalanced. Using Structural Balance Theory to predict links, related works first find all triad relations include the target link, then assign sign to the target link to keep the triad relations balanced, i.e., let the triad relations be the triangles of Fig. 1(a) or Fig. 1(b) . Status Theory [7] considers eight distinct triad relations between nodes, as shown in Fig. 2 . It is based on the idea that a positive link from the source node to the target node means the source node thinks she has a lower status than the target node, and a negative link from the source node to the target node means the source node thinks she has a higher status than the target node. Fig. 2 gives the acceptable triad relationships by Status Theory. Fig. 2(a) , Fig. 2(d) , Fig. 2(e) and Fig. 2(h) are similar as the balanced triad relationships in Structural Balance Theory, as shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) . The other four triad relationships Fig. 2(b) , Fig. 2(c) , Fig. 2(f) and Fig. 2(g ) are also acceptable triad relationships which have already been statistically verified in the real applications. Similar as Structural Balance Theory, by using Status Theory to predict links, related works first find all triad relations include the target link, then assign sign to the target link to keep the triad relations balanced, i.e., let the triad relations be the triangles in Fig. 2 .
B. NODE SIMILARITY PRESERVING SIGN PREDICTION
One common category of sign prediction works is to measure the similarity between two nodes and then train machine learning algorithms by nodes similarity to predict signs. The most popular node similarity measurements are summarized as follows: [10] measures the similarity of users by the number of their common neighbors. The more common neighbors two nodes have, the more similar they are. Suppose node v i and node v j are two nodes of graph G, the CN similarity of v i and v j is:
where
is the neighbors of v j in G, and | • | means the number of •.
2) JC
JC [10] also measures the similarity of users by the number of their common neighbors, which is similar to CN. The difference is that JC normalizes the number of two nodes' common neighbors by the total number of these two nodes' neighbors.
Suppose node v i and node v j are two nodes of graph G, the JC similarity of v i and v j is:
3) RA RA [10] , [22] is based on the idea of resource allocation. As mentioned in [10] , the resource of each node is regarded as a unit; each node allocates its resource evenly to its neighbors, and the resource between each pair of nodes are transferred via their common neighbors. The similarity of two nodes are defined as the resource one node can get from the other node. For node v i and node v j of graph G, their RA similarity is calculated as:
where N G 1 (v i ) and N G 1 (v j ) are the neighbors of v i and v j in G respectively, d(z) is degree of the selected common neighbor.
The difference of CN and RA is that: CA does not differentiate the common neighbors, i.e., each common neighbor is supposed to have the same contribution to the similarity calculation; while RA differentiates common neighbors by their degrees. i.e., the higher degree a common neighbor has, the less important of this selected common neighbor is. This is because the higher degree a common neighbor has, the less resource it can allocate to the target node. RA sets the importance of the common neighbor linearly relate to the reciprocal of the common neighbor's degree.
4) AA
AA [10] , [23] is similar as RA: they both differentiates common neighbors by their degrees. The difference is that AA uses the logarithm of degrees to differentiate the contribution of common neighbors to user similarity, while RA directly uses the degrees to differentiate the contribution of common neighbors to user similarity. In some networks, the degrees of nodes tend to be very high, if the user similarity calculation uses the reciprocal of degrees directly, some similarity tends to be very small. AA therefore improves RA by enlarging the value of similarity. For node v i and node v j of G, their AA similarity is calculated as:
As verified in existing works [11] , [12] , signed social networks are scale-free network, which means its degree distribution follows the power law, i.e., very limited number of users has superior degree, dominating the connections of signed social networks; while most users have very limited number of connections. This leads to the data sparseness problem of sign prediction, i.e., it is hard to find enough information for sign prediction for most nodes. Existing works have not focused on how to deal with the data sparseness of sign prediction. This paper proposes a novel edge-dual graph preserving model to effectively predict signs according the sparseness of available information.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
Signed social networks are scale-free networks [11] , [12] , i.e., its degree distribution follows the power law: the degree of most nodes is small while only very limited number of nodes has high degree. This leads to the sparseness of signed VOLUME 5, 2017 social networks, which further causes the limited sign prediction accuracy because of the limited available information for most nodes. We therefore propose an efficient sign prediction method to deal with the sparseness of signed social networks, which finds more information for nodes based on the edge-dual graph. The edge-dual graph converts edges of the original signed social networks into nodes, and creates new edges based on the relationships between nodes of the original signed social networks. By this conversion, more edges are created for the sign prediction.
The architecture of the proposed method is given in Fig. 3 . The proposed method consists of three parts: Graph Reconstruction, Node Similarity Measurement and Sign Classification. The grey rectangles in Fig. 3 are functional modules and the white rectangles in Fig. 3 are matrices. The graph reconstruction part converts the original graph of the target network into the edge-dual graph, the node similarity measurement part calculates the Jaccard coefficient of nodes in the edge-dual graph, and the sign classification part uses the SVM classifier to classify the sign of target link into positive sign or negative sign. The details of these three parts are as follows: 
A. GRAPH RECONSTRUCTION
The original graph of the signed social network is firstly converted to the edge-dual graph. The definition of the edgeduel graph is given in Definition 1.
Definition 1: Edge-Dual Graph: An edge-dual graph of
, where V and E are the vertex set and edge set of the graph G, V and E are the vertex set and edge set of the graph G . s : E → {+, −} is the sign of E, s : V → {+, −} is the sign of V . V = E and (e, f ) ∈ E iif e and f share a vertex in graph G. w : E → R is the weight of E.
Algorithm 1 gives the graph reconstruction algorithm used in the proposed method. It converts the original graph of the signed social network into the edge-dual graph. By converting the original graph of signed social network to the edgedual graph, sign prediction has changed from the problem of predicting signs of edges to the problem of predicting signs of nodes. Note that the edge of the original graph has weight, which is represented by w, while the edge of the edge-dual graph does not have weight. The weight of the original graph is used to control the reconstruction of the edge-dual graph, in which T is threshold of the weight, as shown in Algorithm 1. If the sum of the weight of two edges is smaller than the preset threshold value T , the edge between these two edge nodes in the edge-dual graph is removed. The edge of the edge-dual graph is converted according to the nodes of the original graph. Since the node in the original graph does not have the preset weight value, the converted edge in the edgedual graph does not have the weight.
Algorithm 1 Graph Reconstruction Algorithm
Input: G = (V , E, w, s),V and E are the vertex set and edge set of the graph G, w : E → R is the weight of E, s : E → {+, −} is sign of E. Parameters: T is the threshold of weight, n and m are the number of node and edge in G respectively Output: G = (V , E , s ) is the edge dual graph, V and E are the vertex set and edge set of the graph, s : E → {+, −} is the sign of E .
for j = 1 to m do 8: if e j contains the vertex v i then 9 :
end if 11: end for 12: let V 1 = {e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e l }, l = |V 1 |
13:
for j = 1 to l − 1 do 14: for k = j + 1 to l do 15: if w(e j ) + w(e k ) ∈ T then 16: E ← E ∪ {(e j , e k )} 17: end if 18: end for 19: end for 20: end for 21 
The goal is to predict the sign of e 5 . To convert the original graph to an edge-dual graph, edges (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 and e 5 ) are firstly converted to nodes in the edge-dual graph. As shown in Fig. 4 (b) : the converted edge-dual graph has 5 nodes (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 and e 5 ). If two edges of the original graph are connected in the original graph, an edge is created for the edge-dual graph. E.g., since e 1 and e 2 are connected in Fig. 4 (a) via node v 2 , an edge is created in Fig. 4 (b) to connect node e 1 and node e 2 . Based on the connections of Fig. 4 (a) , 5 edges are created in Fig. 4 (b) . After the conversion, the structure of the edge-dual graph is further adjusted by the weight of edge in the original graph. Suppose the sum of the weight of e 2 and e 3 (w 2 + w 3 ) is smaller than the preset threshold value T , the edge between e 2 and e 3 in the edge-dual graph is removed. After the graph reconstruction, the signed social network in Fig.4 (a) has been converted to the edge-dual graph shown in Fig.4 (b) , which consists of 5 nodes and 7 edges. The goal of the sign prediction has changed from predicting the sign of the edge e 5 in Fig.4 (a) to predict the sign of node e 5 in Fig.4 (b) .
B. NODE SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT
After the graph reconstruction, the original graph representing the signed social network has been changed to the edgeduel graph, and the problem of predicting the sign of an edge has been changed to the problem of predicting the sign of a node. We measure the similarities of nodes, and predict the signs of nodes based on node similarities. Specifically, Jaccard coefficient (JC) is used in this paper to measure the node similarity. JC is a popular measurement describing the node similarity of signed social networks. It assumes higher values for pairs of nodes which share a higher proportion of common neighbors relative to total number of neighbors they have [6] . For node x and node y, their Jaccard coefficient is defined as [10] :
where (.) is the neighbors nodes of the selected nodes in the signed social network. Since our proposed method uses SVM to predict the sign of nodes via node similarities, we mathematically verify that JC can be used to define an effective kernel function as follows:
For a given graph G representing a signed social network, let A represent the adjacency matrix of G's edge-duel 2, 3 , . . . , |V | represent the k th row of A, (5) can be transformed to:
Let v k be the vector of v k , k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , |V | in A, i.e., v k A k , a kernel function of v i and v j is defined as (8):
For the node set V = v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v m , using (8), we get the kernel matrix K:
Based on (8), we get κ(v i , v j ) = κ(v j , v i ). This means K is a symmetric matrix. According to the verification in [24] - [26] , K is a semi-definite matrix. Based on the Mercer Theorem [24] , κ(•, •), which is defined by (8) using Jaccard coefficient, is an effective kernel function. Based on the verification in Section 3.2, Jaccard Coefficient can be used to generate an effective kernel function κ(v i , v j ). Each effective kernel function implicitly defines a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) [24] . Let the implicitly defined RKHS be φ(•) : R n → R RHKS for (7) . The kernel function is the inner product of the corresponding regenerated Hilbert space:
where •, • means the inner product. Let φ(v) be the eigenvector by mapping v. Using SVM, the model corresponding to the hyperplane of the feature space can be expressed as:
where ω is the normal vector corresponding to the hyperplane, and b is the bias term. The problem of finding the best sign classifier in the edgeduel graph can therefore be transformed to the problem of finding the most suitable parameter ω and b in (11) . This problem relates to the soft-margin support vector machine, i.e.,
where ξ i is the slack variable and C is the penalty factor. Using Lagrange multipliers to get the Lagrangian function of (12):
where α i and µ i are Lagrange multipliers,
Let the partial derivative of L(ω, b, α, ξ , µ) to ω, b and ξ i be zero:
Transforming (12) by using (14) , (15) and (16), the dual problem of (11) can be represented as:
Solving the optimization problem of (13), the value of α can be calculated. Together with the kernel function defined by (10), (11) can be transformed to:
The calculation of (17) shall fulfil the Karush-KuhnTucker (KKT) conditions since (12) contains inequality constraints:
The value of b can therefore be calculated for any (v s , y s ) which fulfils (20) . This is achieved by calculating the mean of value for all (v s , y s ):
The sign classifier function can finally be represented as: (22) where S = {i|0 < α i < C, i = 1, 2, . . . , m}.
IV. MATHEMATICAL VERIFICATION ON SPARSENESS REDUCTION
In this section, it is mathematically verified that the sparseness problem of signed social networks can be effectively reduced by converting the original graphs into the edge-dual graphs. Since a node's degree is the number of connections this node has, the average degree of a signed social network represents the average connection for nodes of the signed social network. The average degree of a signed social network is therefore used to represent its sparseness in this paper. The details of the verification are as follows: For a given graph G = (V , E, w,s), n |V |, m |E|, let d avg be the average degree of G:
. . , n. Based on the relationship of connections between nodes in signed social networks, we get n i=1 d i = 2m. Reconstructing G by the algorithm shown in Algorithm 1, an edge-duel graph G = (V , E ) can be generated. Based on the edge-duel graph generation mechanism, we get |V | = m,
Let d avg be the average degree of G :
Let d represent the improvement of the average degree of the edge-duel graph G to the original graph G. Since the average degree of a network is used to denote the sparseness of the network in this paper, d denotes the reduction of the network sparseness by converting G to G . Using (23) and (24), d can be calculated as:
Since signed social networks are scale-free network [11] , [12] , the degree distribution follows the power law, the probability of degree d is:
where c is a constant and γ is the power of the power law distribution.
Let the range of d be {d|a
}. d t is used to represent the current degree:
where 1 ≤ t ≤ k.
Since the degree distribution is proportional to the corresponding power-law function, using (26) and (27) , the distribution of the discrete random variable D can be calculated as:
The expectation of D 2 can therefore be represented as:
Using integral, we get:
Substituting (30) and (31) into (29) and simplify, we get:
Based on existing researches [11] , [12] , the power of degree's distinction in social networks is usually a number between 1 and 2, i.e., γ ∈ [1, 2]. Furthermore, k 1. (32) can be further simplified as:
where C is a constant, C ∈ (0, 1), and C is proportional to γ ; a and k represent the range of degree. Using (33), (25) can be transformed to
In existing signed social networks, the minimum degree is usually 1, so a + 1 1. Let d max represents the maximum degree of the original graph G, i.e., d max a + k. Using (23), (34) can be further transformed to
In existing social networks, d max is far greater than d 2 avg , which makes d > 0 in (35). This means the sparseness of social networks by be reduced by converting the original graph into the edge-duel graph.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, it is experimentally verified that the proposed method can not only reduce the sparseness of signed social networks, but also improve the sign prediction accuracy.
The experiments are held on the real-world dataset Epinions, which is publicly available at [27] . Epinions dataset consists 2 parts: the trust relations between users which includes 49288 nodes and 487183 edges, and the rating relations which includes 40162 users' 664824 ratings on 139738 items. The signed social networks considered in this paper is the undirected network, while the trust relations between users of Epinions are asymmetrical which cannot be directly used in the proposed model. We therefore generated the symmetrical social relations by the rating relations of users. The Pearson correlation coefficient is used to calculate the similarity of users based on their ratings on items. Pearson correlation coefficient has a value between +1 and −1, where 1 is total positive linear correlation, 0 is no linear correlation, and −1 is total negative linear correlation. If two users has only very limited number of co-rated items, their Pearson correlation coefficient is statistically not meaningful. The social relations between users which have less than 2 co-rated items are firstly filtered out. For users with enough co-rated items, if the Pearson correlation coefficient of two users is in the range of [−1,−0.6], these two users are regarded as negatively related, and a link with a negative sign is created between these two nodes. If the Pearson correlation coefficient of two users is in the range of [0.6,1], these two users are regarded as positively related, and a link with a positive sign is created between these two nodes. The Pearson correlation coefficient is also used as the weight of the created node relations. Our extracted signed social network generated from Epinions dataset has 1399 nodes and 8988 edges, in which 7434 edges are positive and 1554 edges are negative. Ten signed social networks are randomly generated from this signed social network to verify the performance of the proposed method. These 10 signed social networks are used as the experimental datasets in this paper. For each of the 10 signed social networks, we randomly choose 80% of the total nodes, and use the social relations between these nodes as the edges.
The details of the 10 signed social networks of the experimental datasets are given in Table 1 . Each original graph has 1107 nodes, the number of edges varies from 4806 to 5840. The ratios of positive edges and negative edges are around 7. The average degrees of the 10 original graphs are from 8.68 to 10.55. Table 2 . By the conversion, edge-dual graphs have more nodes and more edges. The number of nodes of the edge-duel graphs varies from 4806 to 5840, which is the number of edges in original graphs. The number of edges has greatly improved, varying from 158101 to 229697. In the generated edge-dual graphs, edges do not have signs, while it is the nodes who have the positive or negative signs. The number of positive nodes in the edgedual graphs equals to the number of positive edges in the original graphs. The number of negative nodes in the edgedual graphs equals to the number of negative edges in the original graphs. The average degree of the edge-dual graph varies from 65.79 to 78.65, which is much higher than that of the original graphs. Based on the information shown in Table 1 and Table 2 , the average degrees of the original graphs are compared with the average degrees of the edge-dual graphs. The results are given in Fig. 5 . By converting the original graphs of signed social networks to the edge-duel graphs, it is shown that the average degree of signed social networks can be greatly improved. The average degree of the edge-duel graph is around 7 to 8 times bigger than the average degree of the original graph. The higher average degree a graph has, the more connections this graphs has. The average degree therefore represents the sparseness of the graph. Based on the results shown in Fig. 5 , it is obvious that the sparseness of the signed social network has been greatly reduced.
Use the 10 edge-duel graphs shown in Table 2 , the sign prediction performances of the proposed method are evaluated. The method mentioned in [10] is selected as the baseline. It is shown that the baseline method has good sign prediction performances in the real applications. The proposed method also uses JC to measure the similarity of nodes, as shown in Section 3.2, so this baseline method is the most similar work relates to the proposed method. In this section, when mentioning the existing work, we refer to this existing work using JC.
The predicted signs include the positive signs and the negative signs. The sign prediction accuracy is used as one of the prediction performances. In the real applications, the proportion of negative signs is always much smaller than the proportion of positive signs. Though the number of negative signs is limited in signed social networks, the prediction of negative signs tends to be more important since it is related to the untrustworthy, unsafety or disgust. The experiments therefore additionally focus on the prediction performance of negative sign predictions. The F1-score, which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, is used to measure the performance of negative sign prediction in this work. Fig. 6 gives the sign prediction accuracy of the proposed method on the 10 experimental datasets. In all the 10 signed social networks, the proposed sign prediction method predicts signs more accurate than the existing work. The sign prediction accuracy of the proposed method varies from 0.71 to 0.75, while the sign prediction accuracy of the existing work varies from 0.58 to 0.61. Comparing with the existing work, the minimum sign prediction accuracy improvement by using the proposed method is 10%, and the maximum sign prediction accuracy improvement by using the proposed method is 16%. Fig. 7 gives the negative sign prediction F1-score of the proposed method on the 10 experimental datasets. In all the 10 signed social networks, the F1-score of the proposed sign prediction method is bigger than that of the existing work. The negative sign prediction F1-score of the proposed method varies from 0.71 to 0.74, while the negative sign prediction F1-score of the existing work varies from 0.61 to 0.64. Comparing with the existing work, the minimum negative sign prediction F1-score improvement by using the proposed method is 7%, and the maximum negative sign prediction F1-score improvement by using the proposed method is 14%. Integrated with the experimental results given in Fig 6, the proposed method has better sign prediction performances comparing with the existing work.
To sum up, by using the propose method, the sparseness of signed social networks can be significantly reduced, in which the average degree of signed social networks can be 7 to 8 times enlarged, and the sign prediction performances especially the negative sign prediction performances can be improved around 10%.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Signed social networks are scale-free networks in which the degree distribution follows the power-law. Most nodes have connections with very limited number of other nodes in signed social networks. This leads to the data sparseness problem of sign prediction. When predicting the signs of links, only limited information is available for usage. Existing works calculate the similarities (e.g., JC [10] , RA [10] , [22] , AA [10] , [23] ) between nodes, or measure the social balance theory based triangle attributes to predict the sign of links. However, the data sparseness of signed social networks hiders the further improvement of the accuracy of existing works. This work proposes a novel method to deal with the data sparseness problem in sign prediction. It is achieved by transforming the original graph of the signed social network into an edge-duel graph, in which edges in the original graph are converted into nodes of the edge-dual graph, and edges of the edge-dual graph are created based on the nodes connections in the original graph. This work mathematically and experimentally verifies that the data sparseness problem of sign prediction can be significantly improved by the proposed method. The proposed method then calculates the Jaccard coefficient of nodes in the edge-dual graph and uses the SVM classifier to predict the sign of the target nodes, which are edges of the original graph. The experimental results show that the proposed method can significantly improve the sign prediction accuracy, especially the negative sign prediction accuracy. In the future work, we will focus on using more sign related attributes in the sign prediction process. Beside Jaccard coefficient, we will use other attributes to measure the nodes similarities comprehensively. E.g., we will involve the local topology information of nodes and some triad attributes in the edge-dual graph. The mapping from the node's local topology information and the triad information of the edgedual graph to the original graph of signed social networks will also be investigated. We also plan to apply the proposed negative sign prediction model in more application areas, e.g., in the applications mentioned [28] - [33] . This would further improve the performances of the proposed model in real applications. 
